CloseFAST
Speed up your Financial Close on Oracle with a
powerful, interactive financial reporting solution

Close Faster with Better Accuracy

Key Business Benefits

Financial Close Reporting needs to be
accurate and completed on time.
Verification, reconciliations, analysis, and
audits are often time-consuming and slow
down your financial close.

View the entire E-Business suite data
from GL Balances to AP, AR, FA and
Cash management

Accounting teams need to constantly dig
deep into financial data across General
Ledger and SLA, during a financial close.
With complex drill-down flows, getting to
the root of a transaction can become
cumbersome, without the right tools.

Drill down transactions to the Nth degree
with a highly interactive UI

CloudIO CloseFAST cuts down these
repetitive, manual financial close workflows,
while leveraging your existing investment in
Oracle. CloseFAST Financial Statement
Generator(FSG) reports are powerful and
interactive, allowing for deep drill-downs to
the Nth degree, with real-time data.

Access all your General Ledger and SLA
data in real-time, for time-critical financial
analysis and verification

Get actionable information faster with
highly searchable reports
Quickly integrate with your Oracle EBS
data, to use the existing FSG definitions
with CloseFAST’s modern UI
Close faster with higher accuracy, by
cutting down on time and manual efforts
spent on analysis, verification and
reconciliations

Every time there was a question asked by the controller, we had to scramble
across various systems to find the underlying details of the transaction in
question. With CloudIO CloseFAST, drill down is a breeze. We look like
heroes as we have the answers on our finger tips”
FINANCIAL ANALYST

Key Features
Real-time search and drill-down
Data
Synchronization
& Integration

Dynamic multi-level drill down to sub-ledger,
transactions, and attachments
Easily configurable drill-down paths
Interactive dashboards with visual and interactive charts

Workflow
& Process
Automation

UNIFIED
PLATFORM

Inherits Oracle EBS security features and reflects in
real-time

Rapid
Application
Development

Based on standard Oracle definitions
Any changes made to FSG definitions, reflect in

Reports &
Dashboards

real-time
100% browser-based with low system footprint
Leverage Excel-like features to filter, and sort the data
for real-time analysis
Collapsible row sets & column sets
Export to Excel, PDF, CSV, TSV, HTML, and JSON
Traditional Financial Reports on Oracle

CloseFAST is powered by CloudIO
Unified Platform, a highly productive
rapid application development
platform
Zero/minimal coding - Easily extendable
UI which can connect to any database
(on-premise/Cloud) in real-time
Pre-built connectors to most data sources
and cloud applications like Oracle EBS,
Oracle Cloud, Salesforce

Financial Reports with CloudIO CloseFAST

Transform and Sync your data from
disparate sources using data
synchronization
Orchestrate complex business processes
using our advanced workflow engine
Visualize your operational reports and
dashboards using CloudIO DataSense
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